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The purpose of this research is to better
understand the characteristics of
superhydrophobic surfaces and increase the
general public’s knowledge/interest of said
surfaces. Superhydrophobic surfaces are
fascinating materials that have captured the
attention of scientists and engineers for their
unique properties. These surfaces are typically
made by creating micro- and nanostructures on
the surface of a material that traps air pockets,
which prevent water from making contact with
the surface. The result is a surface that exhibits
extremely high-water repellency, with water
droplets bouncing off the surface and rolling
away without leaving a trace. Understanding
the wetting behavior of superhydrophobic
surfaces is crucial for their applications in self-
cleaning surfaces, anti-icing coatings,
microfluidics, and other fields.

• Wenzel Model (Continued): The contact
angle of the liquid on the rough surface (θw) is
related to the contact angle of the liquid on a
smooth surface (θo) by the following equation
where r is the roughness factor, which is
defined as the ratio of the actual surface area
to the projected surface area (r = 1 for
perfectly planar surfaces or r > 1 for rough
surfaces):

cosθw = rcosθo

• Cassie-Baxter Model: The Cassie-Baxter
model predicts that the liquid will suspend on
top of a rough surface, resulting in a
decreased contact area between the liquid
and the surface and in turn trapping air below
the liquid. Cassie-Baxter model predicts that
the contact angle of a liquid on a rough
surface can be increased by reducing the
fraction of the surface area in contact with the
liquid. The contact angle of the liquid on the
rough surface (θw) is related to the contact
angle of the liquid on a smooth surface (θo)
and the fraction of the surface area in contact
with air (f) by the following equation:

cosθw = f1cosθo + (1-f)cosθr

• Contact Angles: A high contact angle
indicates a water-repellent surface, whereas
a low contact angle indicates a wetting
surface. Contact angle hysteresis, which is
the difference between the advancing and
receding contact angles, also plays a
significant role in the wetting behavior of
superhydrophobic surfaces. A low contact
angle hysteresis indicates a more stable
superhydrophobic surface. They can also
indicate adhesion or superhydrophobic
tendencies.

Despite significant progress in understanding and
developing superhydrophobic surfaces, there is still
much that researchers can do to advance our
knowledge and improve the properties of these
materials

• Understanding durability and longevity:
Superhydrophobic surfaces often lose their
properties over time due to wear and tear or
exposure to the environment.

• Investigate the underlying physics: use advanced
imaging and simulation techniques to further
explore these properties

• Exploring applications beyond self-cleaning:
Researchers can consider investigating the use of
superhydrophobicity in anti-icing, and within
medical devices.
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• Wenzel Model: The Wenzel model predicts
that the contact angle of a liquid on a rough
surface will increase with increasing
roughness, resulting in a more wetted
surface.

Superhydrophobic surfaces have many
potential applications, including anti-fogging
coatings, and drag reduction in fluid dynamics.
Research on superhydrophobic surfaces is
important because they have the potential to
significantly improve the performance of
various industrial processes and products, from
coatings to textiles to biomedical devices to
fuel cells. These surfaces can be found in
nature and synthesized with enough research.

Figure 1: Left shows a droplet resting on a solid surface. 
Middle shows a droplet in the Wenzel state where the 

droplet is in contact with the rough surface. 
Right shows a droplet resting above the rough surface 

in the Cassie-Baxter state

Figure 2: Contact angle θ on a rough surface: 
When 10° < θ < 90°, the surface becomes hydrophilic. 

When 90° < θ < 150°, the surface becomes hydrophobic. 
When θ > 150°, the surface is superhydrophobic.

� Anti-fouling coatings can be used on ship hulls to
improve fuel efficiency and reduce drag

� Improve the efficiency and durability of a fuel cell by
preventing flooding within the electrode surfaces.

� The silk produced by certain species of spiders has
superhydrophobic properties, which aid the spider
to catch prey even in wet conditions.

� The feathers of ducks and other waterfowl are
coated with a special oil that makes them
superhydrophobic. This helps keep the birds dry
and warm, even when they are swimming in cold
water.


